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WebStatistics

r2271 - 2021-12-27 - 00:09  TWikiAdminUser

Statistics for FlukaTeam Web Month: Topic views: Topic saves: File uploads: Most popular topic views: Top viewers: Top contributors...

FlukaLineBuilder

r81 - 2021-07-02 - 13:21  LuigiSalvatoreEsposito

The Fluka Line Builder Mission Statement and Overview The Line Builder (LB) is a python program for assembling complex Fluka geometries of accelerator beam...

CouplingSVNRepositories

r136 - 2020-03-03 - 09:57  AlessioMereghetti

Overview Machine protection studies are an important application of Fluka in an accelerator environment: they are meant to estimate the radiation field in specific...

WebHome

r17 - 2020-01-14 - 06:54  FrancescoCerutti

Welcome to the 1 Twiki Web Page About us Carlo Rubbia, Nobel Laureate in Physics in 1984 and former CERN General Director, started in 1993 with the EET group...

FlukaElementDataBase

r16 - 2016-10-27 - 10:17  CristinaBahamondeCastro

ADD ME prototype vs assembly; when it’s better to define an assembly rather than a prototype; description of the repository (where is what, why......

ComputingInfrastructure

r3 - 2014-09-22 - 12:19  RosarioEsposito

EET computing infrastructure The EN STI group has the following computing and tools infrastructure LinuxCluster: info about the EET Linux Cluster DocStone...

EeetBackup

NEW - 2014-09-22 - 11:18  RosarioEsposito

WebPreferences

r10 - 2014-09-22 - 11:14  VasilisVlachoudis

FlukaTeam Web Preferences The following settings are web preferences of the FlukaTeam web. These preferences overwrite the site level preferences in...

LinuxCluster

r3 - 2014-09-22 - 10:33  RosarioEsposito

Linux Cluster Linux cluster of Beowulf type. The cluster is composed by one master node and numerous slave nodes clueet.cern.ch master node, the only node...

FlukaTools

r42 - 2014-07-04 - 09:42  NikhilVittalShetty

Tools for Fluka Studies The tools presented in this Twiki web page mainly involve the simulation framework for accelerator studies and the collection of available...

IncludeFilesSVNRepositories

r3 - 2014-06-30 - 10:50  NikhilVittalShetty
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Include Files

A repository of `include` files are available in the customized files/ directory, which are to be edited by the user in order to have the proper settings...

**FlukaScripts**
r8 - 2014-06-02 - 15:02  AlessioMereghetti

Scripts

This webpage is a quick reference to available tools, specifically useful to the Simulation Framework for Accelerators, but possibly not only. It is not...

**FLUKA-MAD**
r10 - 2014-05-06 - 11:50  AlessioMereghetti

Fluka MadX Trajectory Comparison

The comparison of the Fluka trajectory against the MadX one is the final check of the correctness of the Fluka geometry, as created...

**FlukaFortranSrc**
r3 - 2014-04-02 - 19:39  AlessioMereghetti

file description fusrbv.f LEv12.f magnetic fields/bmagfld.f Magnetic field routine (from Vasilis) not specific for any IR? magnetic fields/bmagfld...

**FlukaLHCSVNRepositories**
r5 - 2013-10-15 - 07:31  AlessioMereghetti

The LHC interaction region repository provides a common framework for the construction of the Fluka geometry of the LHC interaction points. The repository includes...

**FlukaIO**
NEW - 2012-10-10 - 10:17  UnknownUser

FlukaIO

FlukaIO is a library and a message passing protocol implemented on top of TCP/IP sockets, it was developed to enable the on line communication of the Fluka...

**IcoSimpp**
NEW - 2012-10-01 - 17:12  UnknownUser

ICOSIM In 2011 Jo...

**SixTrackSubRoutines**
r3 - 2012-09-16 - 02:21  AlessioMereghetti

Sixtrack Subroutines

This is a summary of the subroutines defined in sixtrack. track.f thin lenses tracking subroutine trauthin(nthinerr) 809 lines track thin...

**FlukaTeamNotes**
NEW - 2012-09-11 - 14:41  AlessioMereghetti

AlessioMereghetti 11 Sep 2012

**FlukaFlair**
r6 - 2011-11-15 - 11:09  VittorioBoccone

VittorioBoccone 09 Sep 2011 Introduction to Flair http://www.fluka.org/flair/ Installation Linux Fedora (Core 13 14 15) yum install tc tk tix tkinter tcl devel...

**DocStone**
r2 - 2011-10-31 - 10:52  UnknownUser

docStone docStone is a document database specially tailored to CERN...

**FlukaInstallationTips**
NEW - 2011-07-19 - 09:32  VittorioBoccone

**SearchResults**
r2 - 2008-03-03 - 15:50  NilsHoeimyr
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TWiki search by CERN Search Results You may also search with the internal TWiki WebSearch. Please note that TWiki internal WebSearch may be very slow for large...

**WebLeftBar**
r5 - 2007-04-13 - 14:02 PeterJones

1 Web Create New Topic Index Search Changes Notifications Statistics Preferences

**WebTopicList**
NEW - 2006-11-15 - 20:43 TWikiContributor

**WebTopicCreator**
r2 - 2006-11-15 - 20:43 TWikiContributor

**WebSearchAdvanced**
NEW - 2006-11-15 - 20:43 TWikiContributor

**WebSearch**
NEW - 2006-11-15 - 20:43 TWikiContributor

**WebIndex**
NEW - 2006-11-15 - 20:43 TWikiContributor

**WebChanges**
NEW - 2006-11-15 - 20:43 TWikiContributor

**WebAtom**
NEW - 2006-01-24 - 07:07 TWikiContributor

TWiki's FlukaTeam web The 1 web of TWiki. TWiki is a Web Based Collaboration Platform for the Enterprise.

**WebCreateNewTopic**
NEW - 2005-11-08 - 07:37 TWikiContributor

**WebRss**
NEW - 2005-03-28 - 11:40 TWikiContributor

/flukaTeam The 1 web of TWiki. TWiki is a Web Based Collaboration Platform for the Enterprise.

**WebNotify**
NEW - 2005-03-28 - 11:40 TWikiContributor

This is a subscription service to be automatically notified by e mail when topics change in this 1 web. This is a convenient service, so you do not have to come...

**TWeederTopics**
NEW - 2000-01-01 - 01:00 PeterJones

TWeeder info for FlukaTeam Total Number of topics: 39 0 Topics updated during the last 7 days Days Web Topic Date 0 Topics updated during the...

**TWeederSummaryViews**
NEW - 2000-01-01 - 01:00 PeterJones

Number of topics: 36
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